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Denton County 

• Government 
• Nearly 50 departments/divisions 
• 1,700 employees 

• Population 
• Over 45 cities and towns 
• More than 3/4 million people 



Selling GIS 

• Shift from information to support 
• Maps 
• Analysis and web-based tools 

• County-wide needs assessment 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over the past years our county GIS role has gradually shifted from one of Information delivery in the form of paper maps and even basic web maps and apps. To one of support for those basic apps, and also a more advanced editing  roll and data entry apps and web based tools.  As some of the county departments and divisions have become more comfortable using us for these basic items and our relations ships with them developed ad we have been able to show them where we can do some higher level analysis as well. This shift and the positive relationship we had with a few key departments caused us to wonder what other departments we could expand into and do more work for and build similar positive relationships with.  We started with a concept of doing a GIS county wide needs assessment, but with limited GIS staff and still having a regular work load so we have attacked it one department at a time. 



Selling GIS 

• Sell to different types of agencies 
• Understand agency role and process 
• Discuss current processes 
• Identify needs 

• Walk ins and cold calls 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have not only picked departments but also agency’s that work with the county.  I like to say, “the customer always knows best what they need”  it’s really important to remember this and to ask questions and really listen to the answers so that you can learn the agency’s or departments processes and what their needs are.  It also helps you build a relationship with the staff members and this is so important because the next step involves change and no one likes change.  To start this needs assessment process have been cold calling the departments some and a few walked in at the correct time requesting help with a process.    



Selling GIS 

• Implementation strategies 
• Out-of-the-box deployments 

• Quick turnaround 
• Cloud based data and improved speeds 
• Support access 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are we doing for them exactly – so it depends on their needs but we try to shove a quick out of the box esri template app, dashboard or even the survey 123 app that displays data they need to see or in most cases allows them to collect data.   This is quick and easy for us because we have people in house that know how to do them in their sleep.  We also took advantage of putting some apps in the cloud to improve data speeds and stability, think election and early vote apps.   This is option was great because we wouldn’t have been able to keep these sites up based on hit totals.



Our GIS Goals 

• Increase GIS access and ease of use 
• Distribute GIS resources and tools 

• Empower agencies 
• Disseminate public information 

• Empower public 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
OK so why are we doing this… what was our driving Goal or reason for doing it… increase access and get information to the departments and public to empower them to make decisions …..and the key part here *** is without them calling us to do it 



Our GIS Goals 

• Empower agencies 
• Traditional map-based resources 
• Increase audience 
• Encourage/Increase web-based 

geoprocessing 



Empower Agencies 

• Traditional maps 
• Gateway to the GIS dark side 

• Transition to web-based solutions 
• Introduce web-based resources 
• Encourage web-based geoprocessing 

• Training 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For most of our agencies and departments they have been long time customers of our traditional paper maps and that works to our advantage.  The beloved paper denton county map is really the gateway drug to the GIS dark side.   It helps us or helped us build that base relationship with the department and allows us to push successfully more web based options and on them. Like editing .  With that comes training which has been fairly easy.  We have stayed flexible to their needs and keep it very basic. 



Empower Agencies 

• Understand agency 
• Processes, protocols, standards 
• Do they want GIS? 
• Do they really need it? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to be flexible and learn quickly.   each department or agency has a completely different set of processes, protocols and standards that are very industry specific for them .  And During this we to keep in mind that GIS may actually not fit there needs or that it’s not possible to fit GIS into their processes.   



Empower Agencies 

• Emergency Management 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So here is a great example of pushing something on a department.  We worked with Emergency Management in the flooding event in April and May of 2015.  This was during a disaster, the fact that they even invited us to the EOC was a success in our minds.  I told the Emergency Management director that we were going to just sit in the corner and actively listen to them and help where we could.  During that EOC event (5 days in total) we build a damage assessment app, a few web maps (screen shots shown on this slide) that documented the disaster with the 200 plus photos and even some video that Road and bridge took.   this was extremely useful when FEMA came out to do the public infrastructure damage assessment.   We also created web maps projecting the lake elevation for Sheriff office personnel to use to during evacuation notifications.      



Empower Agencies 

• History and Culture 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The History and culture department walked in with a problem and wanted to talk about options.  They wanted a way to have multiple volunteers conduct a survey of historically significant structures and other items.  There was already a paper survey but we wanted to add value by eliminating the paper and by offering a dashboard view that would be helpful in gauging the progress of the volunteers.   The app Survey 123 was a great solution for this problem because unlike most map apps it doesn’t open with a map it opens with a digital survey that stores the location of your phone with the asset that you are collection attibutes about.      



Empower Agencies 

• Tech Services – Network Infrastructure 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a screen shot from our Fiber project.  The Tech Services Department roped us into this project.  We purchased Cressentlink as an add on tool to manage the county’s fiber network instead of more common and expensive systems like ArcFM.  It has been a great success so far, shown is a splice diagram which documents the connection between different strands of the fiber lines where they intersect. I had to learn a lot about fiber and patch panels to understand what I was modeling- which is a good example of our division getting into and understanding the processes and standards for a department.   



Empower Agencies 

• Local agencies (19) – 911 addressing 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another example ---we were brought a problem by our 911 office.  We needed a way to send 911 roads and addresses data changes between the different cities and agency’s (the county GIS and Denco).    This is actually a much larger project that we just had a part in, Vanessa from Denco and myself worked with to set up two way replicated dataset.   This works well for our two agencies and sending changes between the two.  On the county side we then went one step further and on our replica published it out to editable webmaps for each of the 19 cities we dispatch for.   We trained all the cities and work with them regularly to encourage changes to come through these sites instead of other means. 



Empower Agencies 

• Health Department 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This year we did more with WNV than in previous years, we did the standard stuff like in previous years like spray maps and doing mileage totals for those spray routes tracking trap locations.   but this year we took the mosquito data from the cities at they reported it and entered in into our database and built a dashboard that showed this mosquito data details for our Health Department.  This information was also simplified and published to a public web map for the public to make informed decisions – like -wear bug spray… always.   We also have future plans to simplify city reporting using an operational dashboard to manage the trap data.  



Our GIS Goals 

• Empower public 
• Provide information 
• Decision-making 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since we have ¾ of a million people in the county we don’t normally deal with the public directly.  The public are customers from a various agencies or departments originally and these agencies or departments have helped identify the needs of their customers and we then provided information to them threw different means and sources.  



Empower Public 

• Provide decision-making information 
• Beyond cadastral data 

• Self-service 
• Google age 
• Challenges in delivery and user abilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Information helps the public make informed decisions like to wear bug spray.  We like for them to be able to do make these decision without calling us to ask any questions.



Empower Public 

• Needs are dynamic/cyclical 
• Mosquito season 
• Election cycle 
• Sudden disaster/emergency 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We adapt quickly to the changing GIS needs of the public.  For example a few years ago the public didn’t need a WestNileApp or a webmap showing flood potential of the lake.  Some of the public’s GIS needs are certainly cyclical lining up at the exact same time each year where as others are news driven or are more random in nature.  



Empower Public 

• Mosquito traps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At first WNV this was dynamic event but now it’s definitely cyclical.  And we provide this web map out to public so to empower the user to be aware of west nile activity near their location.



Empower Public 

• Elections 
• 53,957 from Early Voting through Election Day 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For early voting and election day we create an app that would allow users to select any poll location and get directions to it.   This was pushed to the cloud to help with the expected heavy traffic.  It was a very simple solution but effective because not a single person called to ask how to use the maps   



Empower Public 

• Public Information 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an other example of one of our simple webmaps that provides general information to the public without he need to call our office or the county to get the information.  



Empower Public 

• Social Interaction 
• Force feed maps (@DentonCountyGIS) 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We also felt the need to connect with the public in a more direct way.  This allows us to get more direct feedback and broaden our audience.    We would love more feedback please start following us if you haven’t and send us feedback on what we tweet.  



GIS in Denton County 

• Use data to empower 
• Serve taxpayers 

• Support agency goals 
• Ensure GIS process fits agency process 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
as a public entity we are tasked by our mission statement to provide excellent service to the citizens – our role in this is to provide our customers technology related services that support and empower. 
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